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Th e Gal i l eo Con sp i racy
By Steven J. Patterson

AuthorHouse. Paperback. Condition: New. 412 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 1.1in.It is the
twenty-second century. The Earth is an ecological mess where the UN has become the dominant
political influence. To reduce the exploitation of resources and pollution on earth, mining colonies
have been established on the Moon and Mars. The jewel in the UN space development program was
Project JUPITER, centred on the UNSV GALILEO, a deep space, survey and mining vessel built to
exploit the vast mineral resources of Jupiter and the asteroid belt. Jan Maldrick of the Central
Intelligence and Security Service had been given a simple close protection assignment. However, he
found himself being dragged into the centre of conflicting conspiracies to save the human race and
obtain global dictatorial power, with the GALILEO as the target for both. With no way out, he
becomes embroiled in a complex plot involving espionage, sabotage, assassination and corruption.
The GALILEO was the key. The vessel needed to be protected and fate had selected him to achieve
this. Only the GALILEO and her crew could guarantee the future of mankind. Confined to the Earth,
humanity remains vulnerable. Extreme climate change, volcanic activity, asteroid impact or global
nuclear war;...
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Extremely helpful to all type of folks. It is among the most awesome pdf i actually have study. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf
to discover.
-- Da ya na Tur ner
This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- K eon Lowe
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